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MID-OHIO CONFERENCE BASEBALL STATISTICS 
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MID-OHIO CONFERENCE BASEBALL STATISTICS 
HOC RECORD 3-1 
OVERALL RECORD I 0- {p 
DISTRICT RECORD 8-4 
RUNS 109 
OPPONENTS RUNS . (.o4 
TEAM BATTING AVG. , 334 
TEAM FIELDING AVG. , 1143 
EARNED RUN AVERAGE 3 ,S I 
LAST WQ1CS SCORKS: 
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MID-OHIO CONFERENCE BASEBALL STATISTICS 
HOC RECORD 0 ✓8 
OVERALL RECORD 14-13 
DISTRICT RECORD 11-11 
RUNS 153 
OPPONENTS RUNS J \4-
TEAM BATTING AVG. , 2q3 
TEAM FIELDING AVG . . 93~ 
EARNED RUN AVERAGE 3, 87 
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HID-OHIO CONFERENCE BASEBALL STATISTICS 
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DISTRICT RECORD I~- /I 
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OPPONENTS RUNS . l 34-
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TEAM FIELDING AVG. , q37 
EARNED RUN AVERAGE 3, 73 
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